APARTHOTEL TREVENQUE***SUP

Ski Holiday Accommodation.
Call for price

Sierra Nevada Lower zone, Sierra Nevada Ski Village, 18196,
GRX, Andalucia
High quality apartments, fantastic location. WIFI in public areas.
The ApartHotel Trevenque is located in a prime position in the central Plaza de Andalucia, very close to the
Al-Andalus gondola up to the ski slopes and with all the main shops, bars and restaurants on its doorstep. The
apartments here are amongst the highest standard in the resort, and are rated 3*. Since this is an "aparthotel",
there is the added benefit of quality hotel facilities including spacious and comfortable lounge areas, a billiard
table, a bar and restaurant with breakfast and snack options, 24 hour reception, ski lockers and direct lift
access to the resort's underground car park. There is also WIFI available in the public areas.There are 72
apartments available, all with TV and DVD player. All have a fully equipped kitchen and bathroom. Sizes are
as follows:- Studios for two guests (two single beds of 90 cm each).- Studios for three or four guests (two
single beds of 90 cm each, plus two additional beds). - One bedroom apartments for four to five people (two
sleep in the bedroom in either two single beds or a double, and there is a sofa-bed in the lounge which can be
used as two singles or a double bed for the third and fourth guest. An extra bed can also be added for a fifth
guest).- Two bedroom apartments for up to six people (two in each bedroom: a double or two single beds in
one bedroom and two singles in the second, plus a sofa-bed in the lounge which can be used as two singles or
a double bed for the fifth and sixth guest). There is a complementary daily cleaning service for the apartments
(kitchen not included). A laundry service is also available (at extra cost). Click here for YouTube video
footage.
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CONVENIENCE:
General Amenities: Maid Service,Free
WiFi,24 Hour Reception,Near To The
Lifts,Towels And Sheets Provided,Meals
Available,
Accessibility Amenities: On or Near the
piste,
Appliances: Microwave,TV,2-Ring
Cooking Hob,
Community Amenities:
Supermarket,Restaurant(s),Bus Stop,
Exterior Amenities:
Balcony/Terrace,Underground Parking
(Extra Cost),
Interior Amenities: Telephone,

